Abstract. This paper chooses the suning.com representative, a successful shopping site in the network marketing strategy, from product strategy, price strategy, channel strategy, promotion strategy, analysis of its success, and combining with the development status and the enterprise market itself put forward the improvement suggestions, can be implemented so, the enterprise can continue to get a relatively high market share in the fierce competition in the market.
cost. There will be some of the goods are shipped directly from the factory, the purchase price may be higher than the local market is low, greatly reduce the cost of sales pricing is minimized. And according to the old models, new products, profit products, impulse products of different types of products, pricing pricing strategies are adopted, in the actual sales process, according to the transaction price, the amount of cash back and other specific circumstances, as well as competitors, reasonable price, in order to promote sales, to ensure profits.
The Current Situation of Channel Strategy. Suning channel model is in the area where the city or province's largest units set up a joint venture company, make a few big dealer management and stock upholding regional national autonomy principle, to ensure a reasonable profit level dealers. At present, have been completed in Tianjin, Hefei, Wuxi, 4 Chengdu logistics project, construction and signed 15 projects, the total contracted more than 50 projects, in the establishment of 64 service centers, the national sales exceeded 5000, in the country to support customer service service, buy all products online after customer service, can go to any one of Suning stores and service outlets. Through various forms of equity, and development combined with Suning Appliance channel local guaranteed. Because Suning has its own complete supply chain and logistics system, eliminates the need for online sales agents and other intermediaries, let dealers around the city with their own business of the company, to sell Shou Suning products. In the process of business model of suning.com's new service platform to build, from a new point of view, on how to better serve users through innovative design ideas, service platform, to break the traditional industry from sales perspective taking the electronic business model, set up to serve as the center, to the network members. Ordinary members, matching services and other multiple service marketing strategy, enhance the competitiveness of enterprises, but also support a variety of payment channels, such as online banking payment, telephone payment, cash on delivery, credit card payment, payment through the payment of money to other software channels.
Status Quo of Promotion Strategy. Television advertising, radio advertising, outdoor advertising, mail and other conventional promotional mode, can also use the type of gift promotions, buy appliances gift both hands, more than a certain amount of consumption, such as the mini notebook computer, camera, digital camera, puerile, improve product and brand awareness, attract customers, stimulate consumer desire to buy; also can provide goods to consumers free of charge, the general public to allow consumers to trial, in order to promote the promotion of goods, improve service quality, lifting the customer. Such as suning.com's alternative menace from the rear, launched ten years warranty, you can enjoy online shopping services, such as maintenance of returns in the nearest store, win the majority of consumers in a conventional favor; purchase price discounts, so that consumers benefit; brand promotion, improve the website's brand, suning.com released in the community forums Pictures and video advertising, micro-blog promotion, blog marketing and other promotional models, using a variety of promotional activities, to achieve promotional products, increase brand awareness effect.
Problems Existing In Suning.com Network Marketing Lack of Products with Core Competitiveness. The rich variety of products, leading to Suning not highlight their own advantages, but did not form a brand representative and core competitiveness of the products. For example, Taobao is mainly to clothing, daily necessities, food sales platform; Amazon will be the main energy into book sales; Jingdong Mall is based on digital products; Suning Tesco did not highlight their home electricity appliances sales than Suning Appliance business advantages, product positioning is not clear, without the introduction of core competitiveness of representative products, but with Amazon, Gome, Jingdong Mall price war to grab the market, so the development of enterprises is very unfavorable.
Price Positioning Differentiation is not Obvious.Take the strategy of price competition, but the magnitude is not large, to achieve online and offline synchronization pricing idea is very difficult, but also prone to conflict. However, the main consideration of online shopping customers is to lower than the store price to get the transaction, but if with his online shopping platform compared to the store without the obvious price advantage, will be in the fierce competition in the market can not get the favor of customers.
Imperfect Logistics System and Website Problems. Despite the strong logistics system in the city,delivery time only need to make the system a single pass, so staff can know what the corresponding delivery vehicle which is the receiving platform. Optimizing the route of transportation and logistics, to shorten the transport mileage, save logistics costs, the rational management of supply and distribution to the various stores of goods, rather than just focus on City store in the heart, goods faster deployment speed. Speed up the logistics speed, reduce intermediate links, product circulation system to reduce the time from order to delivery, to the staff in the shortest time of logistics distribution according to customer orders, customers to reach the fastest speed, perfect logistics distribution service. Return to the minimum flow, so that customers can get satisfactory goods, exchange in time
The Promotion of Diversification, Increase Promotional Efforts. From conventional advertising, product packaging, product performance, product use and promotion; related to the targeted training of sales personnel, marketing personnel to master marketing methods and skills, good communication and exchanges with customers, so as to achieve emotional resonance, increase sales success can also be rich; the sense of innovation and related promotional merchandise giveaways, timing in wide range, presented to consumers, which caused a sensation effect, promote the sale of goods; can use attractive advertising to attract customers, but also can be used to display products to the consumer interest, such as celebrity, animation, video and other means to increase; with the interaction of consumers, in order to enhance the relationship between businesses and consumers, such as the secret ballot, a questionnaire, lottery and other activities; the introduction of hot products The type of product structure and in combination with other marketing activities to promote sales. Can also use chat tools (such as email, micro-blog, WeChat and other search engines, everyone), can also be in a large celebration sponsored public, fair, fair, cultural and recreational activities such as focus groups to advertise the occasion, in short, the a variety of promotions, and vigorously carry out publicity and promotion of the brand, in order to increase sales.
